
Decontamination Project
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Financial Impact - on revenue Budget 

Current 

Option 

Appraisal

Option 

Appraisal 2010/11

2011/12 Worst 

Case 

Scenario

Budget (£)

Project 

Board July 

'09 (£) Yr 1 

cost

Uplifted to 

1011 Prices 

(£)

Nov to Mar 

(£)

FYE  (£)

£

1 Salaries 809,378 100,000 105,984 125,000 300,000
Need for larger R&D team to support 24/7 working.  Does not  include posts for 

Endoscopy 300,000

2 Non Pay 276,844 21,151 50,763 Include Repairs & Maintenance of instruments 50,763

3 Utilities 66,900 0 0 0 Estimate as per KM 12000

4 Service Charge 0 840,000 895,482 418,173 1,003,615

Change reflects corrected categorisation of instruments and more accurate 

assessments of activity, along with 10% allowances on “Fast Track”   trays 4 - 

14(other Trusts running at circa 3-5%, after bedding in) + RPI increases, Worst 

case assumed 10% allowance throughout 1,039,333

5

Logistics - re additional 

trip per day        34,369 6,874

Assumed for 6 months only based on round robin ( 4 trips per day instead of 3) - 

Nov'10 to Apr'11, cancelled after 6 months, non recurrent cost

6 Tray Liners          6,250 15,000 Assumed 10  per tray at 7p per instrument 15,000

7 Instruments Marking 12,000

Assumed marking only High Risk Instruments (£30k if marking everything) - due 

to backlog no marking during the year 2010/11 30,000      

8 Cleaning 12,000             833 2,000

To be confirmed, but expected limited.  R&D point cleaning not previously 

advised - As per KM 2,000

9 OpEx TOTAL 1,165,122 940,000 1,001,466 605,777 1,390,252

Expected figures, subject to resolution of logistics (see contingency below).  NB 

Original spend were finance advised figures for 08/09.  Budgets may have 

changed.
1,449,096

10 Redundancy 250,000 Estimate , this will be saved if staff can be redeployed

11 Contingency N/A        58,333 £140,000

IHSS has attempted to introduce a logistics charge that we had previously been 

assured was included in the pricing structure.  We are defending our position at 

the moment, but this is a potential additional worst case cost. Based on 3 trips 

per day £250,000

12 TEAM BUDGET £1,165,122 £940,000 £1,001,466 £914,110 £1,530,252
NB – Non releasable costs would mean no actual saving

£1,699,096

Costs released -£485,468 -£1,165,122 -£1,165,122

Cost Pressure £428,642 £365,130 £533,974

Following Expenses have not been included above as these costs will not be released 

Capital Charges

Rates & Insurance

Notes

Assuming that the staff are TUPE/ redeployed, the impact will be reduced to £179k

Can the trust get funding from PCT - for the Cost of change (any redundancy Pay / the additional trip during transition £41k)

Trust is in discussion at the moment re logistic charge, if already included in the price, this will reduce the full year impact  to £225k (£83k worst case)
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